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Entity matching (EM) identifies tuples from different data sources that refer to the same
real-world entity. One of the main challenges of EM is attribute heterogeneity, that is, there
are many different types of attributes in an entity. Present researches focus on using rules or
neural networks to select similarity measures for different types of attributes. However, they
select only one specific similarity measure for each attribute but ignore matching informa-
tion from many other aspects. In addition, existing methods neglect the fact that different
attributes have different contributions to final matching decision, and do not consider the
influence of dirty data on matching results. In this paper, we propose an entity match-
ing method based on attribute-aware and multi-perspective similarity measurement. Firstly,
we propose a multi-perspective similarity measurement framework based on pre-trained
language model DeBERTa to achieve the comprehensive multi-perspective similarity com-
putation, which will capture the matching information from multiple perspectives such as
literal, size and semantics. Secondly, we introduce an attribute attention mechanism to ag-
gregate matching evidences from all aligned attributes according to the importance of each
attribute for final matching decision. Finally, we use cross-attribute comparison to solve
dirty data problems such as swap errors, and we further improve our model’s matching ca-
pability through injecting external entity knowledge. Experimental results show that our
framework for entity matching outperforms state-of-the-art methods on multiple real-world
data sets.

Keywords: entity matching, similarity measurement, data integration, deep learning, natural
language processing

1. INTRODUCTION

Entity matching (EM), also known as entity resolution (ER) or duplicate record de-
tection, aims to identify tuples from different data sources that refer to the same real-world
entity. Considering two tables in Fig. 1, tuple 1269 and tuple 1433 correspondingly from
Amazon and Google would be resolved as the same entity because they refer to the same
real-world product, and the same goes for tuple 22 and tuple 1435. Obviously, tuple 1269
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Fig. 1. Two entity tuples correspondingly from Amazon and Google refer to the same product.

and tuple 1435 is no-matching. As a fundamental essence for data cleaning and data inte-
gration, entity matching can greatly improve data quality, and thus facilitate downstream
data analysis and decision making [1, 2]. It has been widely applied in knowledge graph
construction, e-commerce, etc.

One main characteristics of entity tuples for EM is that attributes are heterogenous
(i.e., they are of different data types, for example in Fig. 1, numeric attribute: Price, string
attribute: Manufacturer, textual attribute: Title). Given two entity tuples, structured EM
approaches first align the attributes of the two tables and compute the similarity of values
between aligned attributes, then aggregate similarity results of all aligned attributes to
make the final decision. Due to the heterogeneity of entity attributes, many similarity
measures have been proposed for computing similarity of attribute values, including deep
learning-based similarities for textual attributes [3], string similarities for string attributes
[4], and numeric similarities for number attributes [5], etc.

Considering the heterogeneity of attributes and the diversity of similarity measures,
one main challenge of EM is selecting appropriate similarity measure for each attribute
to compute its similarity. Early researches used manual or heuristic methods to select
appropriate similarity measures for different attributes [4, 6, 7], which are usually hard to
be generalized to other EM tasks.

The latest work MPM uses neural networks to select optimal similarity measures for
different attributes in an end-to-end way [8]. However, MPM selects only one specific
similarity measure for each aligned attribute pairs, but ignores the matching information
from many other perspectives. For example, besides literal meaning, an attribute of string
type also has its length and its semantics, which makes up multiple perspectives of the
attribute. When implementing the gate function for selection, the gate weight in MPM
is learned by randomly initializing a vector as the attribute, completely neglecting the
difference between attributes. Furthermore, MPM aggregates the matching evidences
from all aligned attributes by concatenation operation, ignoring the fact that different
attributes will bring different contribution to EM decision-making. In addition, when
there exists dirty data problem such as swap errors, it is difficult for MPM to capture any
matching information.

Considering the limitations of above methods, we propose an entity matching
method based on attribute-aware and multi-perspective similarity measurement. Firstly,
we propose a multi-perspective similarity measurement framework based on pre-trained
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language model DeBERTa to achieve the comprehensive multi-perspective similarity
computation, which will capture the matching information from multiple perspectives
such as literal, size and semantics. Different from randomly initializing a vector to learn
the gate weight in MPM, our model learns the weight based on the similarity results from
multiple measures. Secondly, we introduce an attribute attention mechanism to aggre-
gate matching evidences from all aligned attributes according to the importance of each
attribute for final matching decision. Finally, we use cross-attribute comparison to solve
dirty data problems such as swap errors, and we further improve our model’s matching
capability through injecting external entity knowledge. Experimental results show that
our framework outperforms state-of-the-art methods on multiple real-world data sets.

2. RELATED WORK

Entity matching has been extensively studied since 1950s [9], thus a variety of meth-
ods for solving the EM problem have been proposed [10, 11]. Generally, these methods
can be roughly divided into three categories: rule-based, crowdsourcing-based and ma-
chine learning-based.

Early methods were mainly rule-based or crowdsourcing-based. The rule-based
methods determine whether tuples match or not through the rules established by experts or
the rules automatically learned from known examples [4, 6, 12–14]. The crowdsourcing-
based methods mainly rely on crowdsourcing workers to solve the entity matching prob-
lem by finishing tasks on crowdsourcing platforms [15–17].

At present, it is popular to use machine learning methods to perform entity match-
ing. According to the machine learning model which is used in EM methods, we can
divide this kind of methods into traditional methods and deep learning-based methods.
Traditional machine learning based methods treat entity matching as a binary classifica-
tion problem, which feed manually extracted features to classifiers (such as SVM, Naı̈ve
Bayes) to determine whether tuples match or not [18]. Magellan is a representative work
in this direction, which focuses on building a complete EM system [18]. DeepER, a recent
work [19] based on deep learning, trains LSTM-based model with word embeddings such
as Glove to match tuples. DeepMatcher uses RNN extended by attention mechanism to
perform entity matching between text instances [3]. MCA applies multi-attention mech-
anisms to ensure that contextual information and dependency are better captured [20],
which focus on solving the matching problem of text instances. Seq2SeqMatcher [21]
and HierMatcher [22] are works specially designed for heterogeneous EM, which focus
on the heterogeneity of tuple structure (i.e., tuples from different data sources have dif-
ferent numbers of attributes or attributes have different names). However, we focus on
heterogenous attributes with different types (i.e., numeric, textual and so on). There are
also several works adopting transfer learning to tackle the issue of data scarcity [23–25].

Benefitting from its capability of learning general language representation and avoid-
ing training a new model from scratch, Pre-Trained Language Models (PLMs) have been
widely applied in various NLP tasks. DL-based methods of EM are also applying PLMs
to resolve entity [26,27]. [26] is the first work in this direction, which compares four of the
most recent transformer architectures (BERT, XLNet, DistilBERT and RoBERTa) on the
task of entity matching. Ditto’s [27] architecture is similar to [26], but three optimization
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Fig. 2. A typical entity matching pipeline.

techniques are proposed to further improve Ditto’s matching capability.
Considering the attribute heterogeneity in data sources, CST manually selected sim-

ilarity measures for different attributes in their model [7]. To select similarity measures
and thresholds for ER rules, Chaudhuri et al. proposed a recursive divide and conquer
strategy [4], while Wang et al. designed three redundancy-based heuristic algorithms [6].
The latest work MPM proposed an end-to-end neural networks framework to select appro-
priate similarity measures for different attributes [8]. Compared with MPM which selects
one specific similarity measure for each attribute from only one perspective, our method
propose a hybrid measurement framework to compute the similarity of attribute values
from multiple perspectives. Also different from the RNN variant used in MPM, we use
DeBERTa with stronger general language learning ability to compute the semantic simi-
larity of attribute values. In addition, we further take the attribute importance into account
for entity matching decision and introduce two optimizations to improve EM quality.

3. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND METHOD OVERVIEW

3.1 Problem Definition

Entity matching aims to identify tuples corresponding to the same real-world en-
tity. Formally, given entity tuples e = {< A1,a1 >,< A2,a2 >,...,< Am,am >} and
e
′
= {< A1,a

′
1 >,< A2,a

′
2 >,...,< Am,a

′
m >} from two different data sources, with

aligned attribute A1, A2, ..., Am, and the values on the corresponding attributes are a1,
a2,..., am(the same as e

′
), the purpose of entity matching is to predict the probability

P(y = 1|e,e′
) that e and e

′
correspond to the same real-world entity based on the similar-

ity of aligned attribute values. A general entity matching pipeline is shown in Fig. 2.
The pipeline mainly includes two steps: Blocking and Matching. The purpose of the

Blocking step is to avoid comparing all possible tuple pairs in the two tables. With only a
few candidate pairs going on to the next Matching step, search space for entity resolution
is greatly reduced. The Matching step determines whether the candidate pair corresponds
to the same real-world entity by measuring the similarity of them. Our work in this paper
focuses on the Matching step.
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Fig. 3. The framework of our AAMPSM model.

3.2 Method Overview

Our entity matching framework in Fig. 3 is composed of three modules: multi-
perspective similarity measurement (MPSM), attribute-aware aggregation and classi-
fier. Firstly, we achieve comprehensive multi-perspective similarity computation through
MPSM module. Then, we aggregate the matching evidences (similarity results) from all
aligned attributes according to the importance of attributes through the attribute-aware
aggregation module. Finally, the matching evidences are sent to the classifier for making
EM decision. In addition, we alleviate the impact of dirty data such as swap errors on the
model through cross attribute comparison, while external entity knowledge is injected to
further improve our model’s matching capability.

4. METHOD

In Section 3 we introduce our method, then in this section we will describe each mo-
dule of our method in detail.

4.1 Multi-Perspective Similarity Measurement

With the rapid growth of data scale, an entity usually contains various types of at-
tributes, such as textual, numeric and so on. Some current work focuses on how to select
appropriate similarity measures for different types of attributes. However, these methods
lose much matching information from other perspectives by only selecting one specific
similarity measure for each attribute. For a pair of attribute values, we hope to measure
their similarity from the perspectives of semantics, string, numeric and so on. We believe
that the similarity result based on the comprehensive multi-perspective measurement is
more accurate. We introduce a hybrid similarity measurement for each attribute by taking
multiple perspectives of attributes into account, which will achieve comprehensive multi-
perspective similarity computation. Compared to other methods, our method will capture
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Fig. 4. The framework of MPSM module.

more matching evidences from attributes. In addition, considering that different types of
attributes tend to measure their similarity from a specific point of perspective, we designs
a gate function to realize multi-perspective similarity measurement, which can take this
fact into account at the same time.

Given two entity tuples e and e′, similar to other structured matching methods, we
rewrite the two tuples into the following form in the Input Layer,

A1 : < a1,a
′
1 >, A2 : < a2,a

′
2 >,..., Am : < am,a

′
m >

where A1, A2, ..., Am is aligned attributes, a1, a2, ..., am are their values. Then the at-
tribute value pairs will be feed into MPSM for similarity computation. The framework
of MPSM module is shown in Fig. 4, which contains three layers: Representation Layer,
Computation Layer, Hybrid Layer.

Representation Layer. In order to compute attribute values’ similarity from multi-
perspective, we use three kinds of representation for each attribute in this layer. Specifi-
cally, for each attribute value: (1) its numeric value (numeric representation); (2) its char-
acter sequence (string representation); (3) its sequences satisfying the following form,
that is, the input form required by DeBERTa model (semantic representation):

seqle f t = [CLS]+Sm +[SEP]+S
′
m +[SEP] (1)

seqright = [CLS]+S
′
m +[SEP]+Sm +[SEP] (2)

where Sm and S
′
m represent the values of the two tuples on the attribute Am, respectively.

We believe this treatment will teach DeBERTa model to make symmetric decisions, which
will be used for computing semantic similarity of attribute values in computation layer.
In particular, for non-numeric attributes, we use the length of the attribute value as its
numeric representation, which will keep as much information about attribute values as
possible.
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Computation Layer. This layer compares aligned attribute values from multi-
perspective using a set of learnable similarity measures. Specifically, we use Rel sim
(2|a− b|/(|a|+ |b|)), where a and b are numbers) for numeric similarity computation,
Jaro sim [28], Lev sim [29] and Jac sim [30] for string similarity computation, De-
BERTa [31] for semantic similarity computation. It should be noted that we use the
PLM DeBERTa, which recently sits atop the SuperGLUE leaderboard, to compute the
semantic similarity of attribute values. Different from the vanilla RNNs model or other
common PLMs (such as: BERT, RoBERTa) used in other EM methods, DeBERTa further
improves the ability of model learning general language representation by disentangled
attention mechanism and enhanced mask decoder, which is very important for semantic
similarity computation of attribute values in EM tasks. For all aligned attribute values,
we use the above measures to compute their similarity from multiple perspectives about
numeric, string, semantics. It should be noted that our framework is flexible and can be
easily extended with advanced similarity measures.

For semantic similarity computation, we use DeBERTa as follows: firstly, we feed
seqle f t and seqright to DeBERTa respectively and the correspondingly output of DeBERTa
marked as resle f t and resright ,

resle f t = DeBERTa(seqle f t) (3)
resright = DeBERTa(seqright) (4)

where seqle f t and seqright are the sequences from semantic representation of Representa-
tion Layer. Then, we get the similarity result as follows:

sDeBERTa = MLP([resle f t ,resright ]) (5)

where MLP is a multi-layer perceptron with two hidden layers, and [·, ·] is a concatenation
operation.

For subsequent unified computation, we project all similarity values from multi-
perspective to d-dimension similarity vectors which have the same dimension with De-
BERTa’s output. Specifically, we let a similarity value passes through a linear layer and
use a nonlinear activation function to activate it (Here is tanh), then the output is the sim-
ilarity vector corresponding to the similarity value. These similarity vectors will be sent
to the hybrid layer together for further computation.

Hybrid Layer. For EM results are sensitive to similarity measures, we apply a gate
mechanism for adaptively selecting appropriate similarity measures for each attribute in
this layer, and then get a hybrid measurement of the attribute based on the gate weights.
The main motivation is that the weight introduced by the gate mechanism can measure
the effect of different similarity results on the final EM decision.

Specifically, for each aligned attribute A, let the result outputted by n similar-
ity measures in the comparison layer is sss = [sss1, sss2, ..., sssn], our gate mechanism will
learn a soft mask vector g = [g1, g2, ..., gn] for similarity measures selection, where
g1 +g2 + ...+gn = 1. We learn ggg using:

ggg = so f tmax(σ(W1sss1 +W2sss2 + ...+Wnsssn +b)) (6)

where W1, W2,..., Wn and b are parameters to be learned. Then the similarity result from
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hybrid layer can be expressed as:

CCC =
n

∑
i=1

gisssi. (7)

This soft selection can not only highlight the appropriate similarity measures for
each attribute, but also achieve the purpose of computing the similarity of aligned attribute
values from multiple perspectives.

4.2 Attribute-Aware Aggregation

Intuitively, the matching evidences from different attributes have different impor-
tance on final matching decision. For the example in Fig. 1, compared with attribute
Price, the matching evidence from the attribute Manufacturer is more helpful to resolve
entity.

To solve the problem, we introduce an attribute-aware aggregation module to aggre-
gate the matching evidences from all aligned attributes according to the importance of
each attribute for the final EM decision. Specifically, let the matching evidence (a vector)
from aligned attribute Am be CCCm from MPSM module, we randomly initialize a query
vector q for computing attention weights, which will be learned during training, then for
all attributes, the attention weights can be calculated as follows:

αi = so f tmax(q ·CCCi). (8)

And the weights represent the importance of corresponding attribute on deciding the final
EM results. Finally, we aggregate the matching evidences from all aligned attributes
according to the attention weights for obtaining the final matching evidence:

rrr =
m

∑
i=1

αiCCCi. (9)

4.3 Classifier

As usual, We regard EM as a binary classification task. The entity’s matching evi-
dence rrr from aggregation layer is fed to the classifier for entity matching. Specifically,
the matching probability P(y|e,e′) of tuples e and e′ is yielded by:

P(y|e,e′) = so f tmax(Wrrr+b). (10)

4.4 Model Learning

Given a training set D containing a set of training instances (ei,e
′
i,yi), where ei and

e
′
i are a pair of tuples and yi is a golden label, we train our model by minimizing the focal

loss:

loss =
−1
|D|

|D|

∑
i=1

[αtyi(1− p)γ log(p)+(1−αt)(1− yi)pγ log(1− p)] (11)

where |D| is number of training examples, p is the probability of yi = 1 (matching) out-
putted by our model, αt and γ are hyperparameters to be set.
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Compared with the cross-entropy loss usually used in other EM methods, the focal
loss can better deal with the problem of serious sample imbalance, and make our model
pay more attention to difficult tuples by introducing parameters αt and γ . Furthermore,
the proposed framework can implement global optimization by modeling all components
in a single neural network and making end to end learning for all components.

4.5 Optimization Techniques

External entity knowledge injection. The task of EM is to determine whether the
tuple pair corresponds to the same real entity. For the diversity of data sources, it is likely
that the values in two tuples are the same, but they actually correspond to completely dif-
ferent entities. For example, although “Paris” (the capital of France) and “Paris Hilton”
are both called “Paris”, they are totally different. Therefore, we also need to consider
the ambiguity of entities. If we can get the real entity information corresponding to each
tuple, the EM task will be greatly simplified. We inject real entity information outside the
data source into the model to increase the available matching evidences for the model, so
as to improve the quality of entity matching. Specifically, we first connect all attribute
values of the tuple as the description of the tuple, and then obtain the entity information
corresponding to the tuple description from Wikipedia by using Dexter, which is a fa-
mous open source tool for entity linking. Finally, the model feeds the matching evidences
obtained by the real entity information into the aggregation module to participate in the
final decision. The experimental results show that our model can effectively improve the
quality of entity matching by injecting the matching information outside the data source.

Cross-attribute comparison. With the growth of data scale, swap errors (attribute
values are swapped or some attribute values appear in another attribute) often occur due
to human operation errors or machine failures, which is common in data sources. When
swap errors occur, traditional structured matching methods can not capture the matching
evidences on the attributes, and may even bring wrong information to the final matching
decision. In addition, some attributes of tuple may be related, so matching informa-
tion will also be included in non-aligned attributes. In order to alleviate the influence of
such dirty data on matching result and capture the evidences from non-aligned attributes,
we propose to use cross-attribute comparison. We first construct an extended attribute
through connecting all attribute values, then perform comprehensive multi-perspective
similarity measurement on the extended attribute, and take the similarity results as part
of the matching evidence into the subsequent aggregation steps. By this way, the match-
ing evidences located on different attributes can be easily captured, and the impact of
swap errors on final decision can be alleviated indirectly. At the same time, this method
also enables our model to deal with the heterogeneity problem of tuples (i.e., two tuples
have different attribute names or different numbers of attributes) that traditional structured
matching methods cannot solve.

5. EXPERIMENT EVALUATION
5.1 Datasets

We conduct experiments on open datasets published by the research group of Deep-
Matcher [3], in which Walmart-Amazon and Amazon-Google contain product data from
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different data sources with attribute heterogeneity and dirty data in the real world. The
statistics of these datasets are depicted in Table 1. The columns include the abbreviation
of datasets, application domain (Domain), candidate pairs after blocking (#Pair), match-
ing pairs (#Match), number of attributes (#Attr). As other EM solutions, each dataset
is split into the training, validation, and test sets using the ratio of 3:1:1. Following pre-
vious studies, we evaluate all solutions using F1-score, defined as 2PR/(P+R), where
P(precision) is the fraction of matching predictions that are correct, and R(recall) is the
fraction of correct matches being predicted as matches.

Table 1. Datasets for our experiments.
Dataset Domain #Pair #Match #Attr

Amazon-Google software 11460 1167 3
Walmart-Amazon electronics 10242 962 5
DBLP-ACM citation 12363 2220 4
DBLP-Scholar citation 28707 5347 4
iTunes-Amazon music 539 132 8
Abt-Buy product 9575 1028 3

5.2 Baselines

We compare our method with following baselines:
Magellan [32]: A state-of-the-art non-DL based ER baseline. Magellan uses a va-

riety of similarity measures to generate a large number of features, and trains various
classifiers on this basis, such as decision tree, random forest and SVM, etc.

DeepMatcher [3]: A representative work of DL based EM, which uses a recurrent
neural network with additional attention mechanism for distributed representation (a vec-
tor) of attributes, and a binary classifier for entity matching.

MPM [8]: An end-to-end framework which can select appropriate measure for dif-
ferent attributes to settle ER problems.

MCA [20]: Multi-attention mechanism is applied to ensure better capture of context
information and relevance.

Ditto [27]: A novel EM solution based on pre-trained language models such as
BERT. Three optimization techniques are proposed to further improve Ditto’s matching
capability through injecting domain knowledge, summarizing long strings, and augment-
ing training data with (difficult) examples.

For fair comparison, the results reported for above baselines are all from the corre-
sponding papers.

5.3 Model Training

Parameters. Our method was implemented with PyTorch. We use Adam optimizer,
with learning rate η = 0.00001, β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.99. During training, we use early
stopping, patience is 4, and mini-batch size is 2.

Hardware. All experiments were conducted on a single Nvidia RTX 3090 GPU
(24GB Memory) with Inter(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6226R CPU@2.90GHz and 128GB mem-
ory.
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5.4 Overall Results

Table 2 shows the performance of our model and all baselines. We can get following
observations from Table 2:

Table 2. FFF1-ssscccooorrreee comparison for our method and baselines on the datasets.
Datasets Magellan DeepMatcher MPM MCA Ditto AAMPSM

Amazon-Google 49.1 69.3 70.7 71.4 75.6 79.2
Walmart-Amazon 71.9 67.6 73.6 74.7 86.7 87.3
DBLP-ACM 98.4 98.4 – 98.9 99.0 99.0
DBLP-Scholar 92.3 94.7 – 95.2 95.6 95.6
iTunes-Amazon 91.2 88.5 – – 97.1 98.2
Abt-Buy 43.6 62.8 – 70.8 89.3 93.0

(1) By performing comprehensive multi-perspective similarity comparison and
attribute-aware aggregation, our method achieves the best performance on all datasets,
significantly outperforming the previous methods on most of the datasets. Compared with
the most advanced non-DL system Magellan, our method improves F1 on all datasets by
up to 49.4%. Compared with the recently proposed DL based method DeepMatcher, our
method improves F1 on all datasets by up to 30.2%. Compared with the end-to-end neural
network method MPM, which focuses on selecting the optimal similarity measures for
different attributes, our method achieves 8.5% and 13.7% F1 improvements on Amazon-
Google and Walmart-Amazon, respectively; (2) Due to the heterogeneity of attributes and
the diversity of similarity measures, it is particularly important to select appropriate simi-
larity measures for different attributes. With multi-perspective similarity comparison, our
method outperforms DeepMatcher and Ditto, which use the same similarity measure for
each attribute. Compared with MCA, which focuses on solving the matching problem
of text instances, our method achieves greater F1 improvement especially on Amazon-
Google and Walmart-Amazon with the heterogeneity of attributes. Furthermore, if only
one specific similarity measure is selected for each attribute as MPM, a lot of matching in-
formation from other perspectives will be lost, so the final EM performance will decline.
The experimental results also prove that the performance of our method significantly out-
performs MPM on Amazon-Google and Walmart-Amazon with the heterogeneity of at-
tributes.

Table 3. Effectiveness of MPSM on the datasets.
Datasets AAMPSM-one AAMPSM

Amazon-Google 75.0 79.2
Walmart-Amazon 25.7 87.3
DBLP-ACM 82.3 99.0
DBLP-Scholar 72.5 95.6
iTunes-Amazon 55.3 98.2
Abt-Buy 19.4 93.0
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Table 4. Effectiveness of attention-aware aggregation on the datasets.
Datasets AAMPSM-mean AAMPSM

Amazon-Google 77.0 79.2
Walmart-Amazon 87.1 87.3
DBLP-ACM 98.3 99.0
DBLP-Scholar 93.1 95.6
iTunes-Amazon 96.3 98.2
Abt-Buy 90.1 93.0

Table 5. Attention weights of attributes in Amazon-Google and Walmart-Amazon datasets.
Amazon-Google Walmart-Amazon

attribute weight attribute weight
title 0.1950 title 0.1478
manufacturer 0.2132 category 0.1423
price 0.2009 brand 0.1423
value 0.1947 modelno 0.1424
entity 0.1963 price 0.1421

value 0.1408
entity 0.1423

5.5 Ablation Study

Effectiveness of MPSM. Firstly, we analyze the effectiveness of the multi-perspec-
tive similarity measurement (MPSM) module by comparing AAMPSM and the model
that selects only one specific similarity measure for each attribute. The results are shown
in Table 3. AAMPSM-one in Table 3 is the variant of AAMPSM, which only selects the
most appropriate similarity measure for each attribute in selection layer (that is, selecting
the similarity measure corresponding to the maximum weight in the gate mechanism). By
introducing a hybrid similarity measure on each attribute to achieve comprehensive multi-
perspective similarity comparison, our method achieves different degree of F1 improve-
ment by up to 73.6% on dataset Abt-Buy. We believe that multi-perspective matching
information is important to determine whether a pair of tuples match or not. Therefore,
we use the gate mechanism to select similarity measures and construct a hybrid similarity
measure to compare the similarity of attribute values from the perspectives of semantics,
string and numeric. The experimental results in Table 3 also verify the effectiveness of
MPSM.

Effectiveness of attention-aware aggregation. Then, we analyze the effectiveness
of the attribute-aware aggregation module by comparing our model AAMPSM and the
model AAMPSM-mean that aggregates the matching evidences from all aligned attributes
by averaging them. The results are shown in Table 4. By introducing attribute-aware ag-
gregation module, our method AAMPSM achieves different degree of F1 improvements
on all datasets. As our intuition, each attribute has different impact on the final matching
decision, and even some attributes will mislead the matching decision. Therefore, we
introduce an attention mechanism to fully take the importance of attributes into account
when aggregating matching evidences. The results in Table 4 also demonstrate the ef-
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Table 6. Effectiveness of optimization techniques on the datasets.
Datasets AAMPSM-base AAMSPM(-eki) AAMPSM(-cac) AAMPSM

Amazon-Google 77.2 77.8 77.6 79.2
Walmart-Amazon 81.8 87.0 82.0 87.3
DBLP-ACM 96.4 98.7 97.6 99.0
DBLP-Scholar 89.1 93.1 90.3 95.6
iTunes-Amazon 87.3 91.5 98.1 98.2
Abt-Buy 92.3 92.4 92.9 93.0

fectiveness of our attention-aware aggregation. The attention weight of each attribute in
two datasets Amazon-Google and Walmart-Amazon are shown in Table 5, which further
clarify the fact that different attributes have different importance.

Effectiveness of optimizations. Finally, we analyze the effectiveness of two op-
timization techniques proposed in our paper by comparing AAMPSM and its vari-
ants AAMPSM-base without any optimization, AAMPSM(-eki) without external entity
knowledge injection, and AAMPSM(-cac) without cross-attribute comparison. The re-
sults are shown in Table 6. Compared with AAMPSM-base without any optimization,
AAMPSM improves the performance of EM on all datasets, especially with 6.5% F1 im-
provement on DBLP-Scholar, which verifies the effectiveness of the two optimization
techniques introduced in this paper. Furthermore, we conduct experiments to validate the
improvements by introducing only one of the optimization technique, AAMPSM(-eki)
for introducing only cross-attribute comparison, and AAMPSM(-cac) for only introduc-
ing external entity knowledge injection. It can be found from Table 6 that either Ex-
ternal Entity Knowledge Injection or Cross-Attribute Comparison can improve the
performance of entity matching effectively. In general, while introducing all optimization
techniques, the performance is the best. At the same time, any optimization technique is
effective, which is validated by experimental results.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes an EM method based on attribute-aware and multi-perspective
similarity measurement, which can compare the similarity of attribute values from the
perspectives of semantics, string and numeric, and fully consider the importance of at-
tributes for determining the final matching decision. Experimental results show that our
method significantly outperforms state-of-the-art results. In future work, we want to take
more perspectives into account for comparing the similarity of attribute values in EM. In
addition, we will focus on how to alleviate the impact of other common dirty data (such
as spelling errors) in real world.
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